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“DO YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS FOR US?”: WHAT TO 
ASK WHEN IT’S YOUR TURN

Job interviews! We’ve all had them, and we’ve all hated them. We’ve felt the anxiety, 
we’ve heard the pep talks. We’ve let our eyes dart between our hands in our laps and the 
exit sign on the wall as we sweat, noticeably, through our button-downs. Maybe we’ve 

even risked glances at our phones, or an analog clock if we can read those, to check how 
much time is left before we can finally leave. And each of our hearts have fluttered at 

what feels like the terminal lull in conversation–we’ve finished explaining what it means 
to be a leader and it seems, just for a moment, like the end has finally come. 

But no. It hasn’t, and it won’t for several more minutes. Instead of dapping up and part-
ing amicably, we must remain seated because the time has come for every interviewer’s 

favorite stumper: “Do you have any questions for us?”

However, this cute little curveball is no longer cause for panic. Compiled below are 
professional inquiries you can make that will surely dazzle your employer-to-be and win 

you the soul-sucking corporate job of your dreams:

1.) When’s your favorite time you were sick?
2.)When’s the last time you cried?
3.)Give me a rating out of ten. (looks)
4.)Who’s your favorite parent?
5.)Why do YOU think I’m struggling to swallow solid food?
69.) ?
7.) Can you tell when a person has never been to McDonald’s? Idk I just feel like I can.
8.) Hehe what number am I thinking of?
9.) Does the slow death of your marriage scare you? Bonus: will you purposely distort 
your 
 children’s image of your spouse in the wake of divorce?
10.) Guess how many pill bottles are sitting on my desk rn.
11.) True or false? If you take a bunch of picklebacks and then chug a bottle of Kinky 
Pink   
 Liqueur, the two cancel out.
12.) If I took a bunch of picklebacks and then chugged a bottle of Kinky Pink Liqueur 
last 
 weekend–and they didn’t cancel out–how would that make you feel?
13.) Would you like one of the unwrapped candies I have in my pocket? Why or why 
not?

Finally: 14.) When do I start? (This shows that you’re confident and a go-getter. Do not 
skip.)

After running through this quick list of more than ten questions, all there’s left to do is 
wait for your new employer’s tearful acceptance (it will come via email, but you will 
know that it’s tearful because you definitely struck a chord). From there, go forth and 

succeed.

-Lauren Ehlers
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Have you ever 
seen Ellie’s Dad 
and Nicki Minaj 

in the same 
room?

THE GOOD, THE BAD, THE STICKER: CARTER 
SEIPEL’S DEFINITIVE STICKER RANKINGS

- Carter Seipel

Much like death, stickers are a part of life. Computers, water bottles, cars all improved by 
the colorful adhesives. Unfortunately there’s been no award show for stickers… until now.

Top 5 Best Stickers

5.The big red D keyboard sticker. 
We all got one around orientation, a sticker of the iconic Denison D perfectly sized for a key-
board. They’re great! Who doesn’t love poking a big red D?

4.Subtle pride flags.
At first it’ll look like something boring (stack of books, a boat, etc.) but with a very specific 
color scheme. I won’t notice for most of the semester but when I finally do I feel special. It’s 
like I’m a secret agent or a member of a cult with secret symbols hidden in plain sight. 

3.Anything about how you’re addicted to coffee.
I’m a degenerate who’s hooked on caffeine. During withdrawals from the bitter brown bean 
juice my hands will shake, I’ll sleep through classes, and slap baristas so I light up seeing a 
quirky sticker with a saying like “Give me coffee or give me death!”

2. That one car with the Garfield and a The Mountain Goats bumper stickers.
Dope.

1. Any sticker that’s shiny.
If I’m in class and your laptop has a shiny sticker I’m not getting any work done. Like a cat 
drawn to a laser pointer or a child with adhd drawn to a laser pointer it’s all I can look at! A+

Top 5 Worst Stickers

5. The Bryant arts studio sticker.
Great design but it’s everywhere, laptops, notebooks, railing, ceilings, etc. If I took econom-
ics seriously I’d say we have a surplus of these stickers 

4. Star sign stickers.
Now, I’ve never seen one of these but I have a sinking feeling in my stomach they’re out 
there. Such an aquarius move. Makes me sick.

3.A sticker representing your club/sport.
I’m jealous. When will the Bullsheet drop a sticker?

2. My other car is a tardis.
I’ve never seen a Star Trek but I’ve seen a billion of these cliche stickers. What’s worse is 
this sticker was on a laptop!

1.The Denison parking pass sticker
Tacky. Played out. Dumb colors. Let’s peel ‘em all off!


